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OP'XNION 

Complainant Peter J. Sargota, Jr. (Sargota) disputes an 
electric bill from defendant Pacific Gas and Electric company 
(PG&E) tor unmetered energy in the amount of $6,,511 .. 95· for usage at 
his residence at 3235 East Ashlan Avenue in Fresno during' the 
period of March 4, 1980 to Auqust 4, 198-7. PG&E rend.ered the bill 
after allegedly discovering the meter in an inverted position at 
the residence. Sargota also alleges in the complaint that as a 
result of PG&E terminating' his eleetric' service he lost a jo~ to 
build 12 homes since his answering machine could not operate. 
Sargota is a general contractor. sargota does not ask for damages 
or reparations. for his alleqed loss. 

At the hearings on June 2 and 3, 1988-,. Sargota appeared. 
and was represented. by attorney Wayne N. Witchez. Sargota'·s 
testimony may be su.mmarized·as tollows: 

1.. He knows nothing about meter. tampering. 
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2. He has ~een having problems with ~ills trom PG&E in 
recent years as they did not read his meter ,monthly. He requested 
PG&E to read it monthly, but they apparently did not because he had 
a dog in the yard where the meter is loeated. The dog died a tew 
years ago so there is no reason for PG&E t~not read the meter 
reg'Ularly. PG&E also has permission trom Sargota's neiqhbor to 
read his meter from their yard. 

3. The amount of backbilling for unmetered energy could not 
be correct since his normal electric bills have been around $50 
except for the times when PG&E ~illed for more than one month. 

4. He does not believe that he benetited from unmetered 
ener~~, ~ut if the meter actually was inverted as PG&E alleges, it 
might have ~een inverted for only one day. 

PG&E presented the testimony of Roy H. Metzler, a revenue 
protection representative, who investigated the ease. Metzler's 
testimony may be summarized as follows: 

1. A PG&E meter reader found the meter in an inverted 
position on July 2-0, 1987. When a meter is inverted it runs 
baelGTard. Instead of registering current usage , it erases past 
recorded usage. Metzler sUbsequently observed the meter and 
premises, took readings- at various times, and found a nUlDber of 
suspicious things. 

a., The meter was unusually clean and devoid of 
the normal aecumulation of dust on the 
outside. However, this- could be due to the 
meter having be~n cleaned. 

b. There was an aceumulation of dust inside 
the meter on surface~ that are normally 
inverted, i.e., on the underside of the 
meter in its normal position. Metzler 
believes that ·sueh'an accumulation of dust 
would tend to" indicate that the meter had 
been inverted' for significant periods of 
time .. , 

c. Metz,ler found the meter seal to have ,been 
modified in such a manner' that the seal 
.looked intact" but could, be removed by 
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pulling on it. The seal must be removed, 
allowing the lock ring to be removed, 
before the meter can be removed and 
inverted. 

d. The lock rir.g screw head was substantially 
worn, apparently from being repeatedly used 
to· open and close the lock ring.. The screw 
must be loosened before the lock ring can 
be removed. A screwdriver was observed on 
the ground near the meter. 

e. The meter prongs exhibited substantial 
wear. Metzler compared the meter prongs 
with the wear patterns on a test meter that 
was cycled repeatedly in a test fixture 
containing a meter box, similar to the type 
used on PG&E's residential meters. Each 
cycle consists of removing the meter from 
the normal upright position, reir~erting it 
in an inverted position, then removinq and 
reinstalling it in its original normal 
position. The test meter was cycled a 
total of 300 times, with wear patterns on 
the pron~s observed and photographed at 
varying lntervals. The nickel plating on 
the prongs began to wear through, exposing 
the copper base metal after 17~ cycles. 
After 300 cycles, significant copper.was 
visible. The other significant result of 
the repeated cycles is the wear pattern on 
the prongs.. Due to the' j·aws of the meter 
box having varying tensions and imperfect 
al ignxnent, the wear pattern on each of the 
pron~s is· unique, somewhat comparable to a 
ball~stics pattern. If the meter is 
inserted in the same position each time, 
the pattern is different on each prong 
since each jaw is different. However, when 
the meter is installed in an inverted 
position, there will be evidence of similar 
wear patterns on diagonally opposite 
prongs, since they have been inserted in 
the same receptacle. . 

f. The meter removed from Sarqota's residence 
was tested and found. to· be.operatinqwithin 
al.lowable .tolerances .. 
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2. The meter reading of February 1982 indicated negative 
consumption, i~e., it was less than the January 1982' reading. 
While such an indication is sometimes due to a misread of the 
meter, in this case the March 1982. reading was still less than 
January, ruling out the possibility of a February misread •. This 
indicates that either the meter was inverted fora substantial 
period of time during that period, or the meter had been otherwise 
tampered with. 

3. The'variation in electric usage was a])normal c!uringmuch 
of the period of Sargota' s residence,. indicating probable meter 
tamperinq. For example, the monthly consu:mpt'ion increased from 317 
kilowatt-hours (kWh) for the billing periOd ending July 20, 1981 to 
2,084 for the next period endi~g Au<;ust 19, 1981.. Metzler believes 
that the latter consumption is. normal for the sargota residence of 
approximately 1,400 square feet,_ with air-conditioninq and a 
swimming pool. He believes that the 317 kWh usage is not credible 
for a summer month • 

4. Assuming 2,084 kWh (recorded usaqe between July 20, 1981 
and August 19, 1981) for a normal untampered usage level,. Metzler 
determined through a PG&E electric usage program that Sarqota's 
annual consumption should be 17,509, or an averaqe of about 1,459 
kWh per month. The PG&E proqram calculates, usage based on average 
monthly usaqe variations for similar residences in- the area. The 
PG&E program determined that Sargota consumed $6,511 .. 95 in 
unmetered electricity from March 4, 198·0 to August 4, 198-7.. That 
is the amount in dispute in this case. 

5-. The prior occupant of the sarqota residence consumed 
14,154 kWh during a 12'-month period in 1978-1979, with an August 
1978 usage of 2,.2'33 kWh. 

6. Sargota refused a payment schedule offered by Metzler on 
January 26, 1988, statinq that he would write a letter to the 
commiss1on. At that time Metzler informed him that service would 
not, be turned otf tor two- weelts to-- allow him:, adeq\1ate time to, 
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contact the commission. sargota's electric service was shut off 
three weeks later, at ll:04 a.m. on February l7, 1988. It was 
restoreQ the same day as a result of a call from the Commission' 
that Sargota was filing' a compla~nt in the ,matter. 
Discussion 

In Decision (D.) 86-06-035" we clarified our function in 
resolving complaints about bills for unmetered energy: 

"The only questions that the Commission neeCls to 
answer to resolve these complaints .... are 'Was 
energy used by the customer but not paid for?' 
and 'What is a reasonable estimate of the value 
of that energy unCler the applicable tariffs?' 
Identifying the person who performed the 
tampering or diversion is not a task that the 
Commission needs to undertake. Our sole 
purpose in resolving these complaints is to 
determine the value ot the energy that can be 
shown to have been useQ by the customer but not 
metered or billed by the utility. Whether the 
customer or someone else actually performeCl the 
tampering or diversion does not affect the 
outcome at all~ the customer is responsible for 
paying the value of any unmetered energy, 
regardless of whether the metering discrepancy 
resulted from tampering by the customer, 
tampering by a stranger, mechanical failure of 
the meter, or any other reason. Determining" 
the identity and intentions ot the person who 
performeCl the tampering or Cliversion is not 
pertinent to' our proceedings and is an act 
which we have neither the resources nor desire 
to perform... Our only concern is that a 
customer who has received' energy should pay 
what the applicable tariffs prescribe for that 
enerqy.1I 

Sargota denies knowledge of any meter tampering or 
unmetered energy at his residence. The preceding quote from 
D.86-06-035 should clarify that our concern is not to determine who 
caused or had knowledge of such occurrences. Rather, our only 
concerns are to, determine whether Sarqota'received the benefit of 
unmetered electricity;' and a reasonable estimate of the value of 
that energy under. the appropriate tariffs. 
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After reviewinq the evidence r we are convinced the enerqy 
diversion o,ccurred and Sarqota benef:i.ted from unmetered ener9Y. 
The fact that the meter was observed o~ an inverted position on 
July 20, 1987 is clear evidence of enerqy d:i.version. Additional 
physical evidence suggests that this energy diversion occurred over 
a lonq period of time:' 

1. The meter had lower readings in February and March 1982 
than in January 1982, indicatinq that the meter was inverte4 for a 
significant period of time, in effect erasing more than two months' 
usage. We note that under the applicable tariffs, recovery is 
limited- to three years. Although this occurred before that period, 
it is- further signiticant evidence that meter tampering occurred 
during Sarqota's occupancy. 

2. Dust was visible on surfaces of the meter that face down 
when the meter is installed in its normal position.. OUst should 
not settle on thatsurtace if the meter remains in the normal 
position • 

3. The meter seal was tampered with to allow it be removed 
and replaced. The seal consists, of a wire with a cr:i.:mped-on lead 
disc on one end. The seal :i.s installed on a meter by threading the 
wire end through a hole :i.n the meter lock ring" then through a hole 
in the lead disc, which is then crimped to the wire.. This prevents 
removal of the seal without cutting the wire.. The tampering on 
sargota's meter consisted of drilling a hole in the lead disc te> 
allow the wire to be removed and re:i.nserted. Unless one looked 
very closely at the lead disc, or pulled on the wire, the tampered 
condition would, not be apparent. 

4. The screw that holds the lock ring on,the meter ~as 
substantially worn, indicat:i.ng repeated use. This screw normally 
is use4 only when a meter is changed. Since meters are not changed 
frequently, wear on the screw is min:i.mal, absent tampering.-

5-. Wear patterns on the meter'prongs indicate meter 
:i.nversion ... We are not convinced that the' nUlrlber·ot meter removals 
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and insertions can be reliably determined using PG&E's test bench. 
However, the wear patterns. on opposite meter prongs indicate that 
the meter has been inverted numerous times. 

The widely varying pattern of usage also- strongly 
. , . 

supports the contention of meter tampering, as Table 1 indicates. 
Table 1 

Billing SWgpaxy 

No, •. of Oays Usage 
~ In Billing Period kWh kWh/day; 

S-19-84. 
9-18-84 30 76S. 25.5 
1-29-8S. 133 3·,460 . 26 .. 0 
5-17-8'5 lOS 1,663 15 .. 4. 
6-19-8S. 33 1,047 31 .. 7 
9-18-8:5 91 3,221 3S..4 

10-17-85- 2'9 764 . 26 .. 3 
1-1S-S:6 93 1,.3,76- 14 .• 3 
4-18-8'6· 90 2,074 23.0' . 
5-20-86- 32~ 1,.193· 37.3 
7-21-86 62' 1,433 23 .. ,1 

10-31-8:6, 102: .. 4,217. 41 .. 3- ' 
11-18-86 18 423 23' • ..5-
12'-12'-86~ 24 527' 22'.0 
1-19-87 38 4.76 12 • .5-
3-18-87 58 868 15 •. 0' 
4-21-87 33 590 17';9 
6-19-8·7' 59 410· 6.9 
8-03-87 45 2',.681 59.7 
8-04-87 Meter change 
8-19-87 15, 6S1 45:'4 
9-18-87 30 2,587 86 .. 2 

The usage per day varies widely, even :between adjacent 
billing periods .. Most notable is the period leading into the 
summer of 1987 when the usage reaches a low of 6.9 XWh/day, then 
increases to' 59.7 kWh/day.. Usage that varies so dramatically from 
one period to· the next is atypical, and'isnot explained· by 
complainant.. Mo.reover, complainant's usage 'increased sharply after 
a secured meter was. installed on August 4,- 1987 .. 
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The pro'r:Jlem of estimating the value of the unbilled 
energy is often difficult. Our energy diversion guidelines,. 
approved on November 7, 1986" call for the following infor.mation to· 
'r:Je used in developing estimates of unmetered energy:. 

1. A minimum base· measurement with an accurate 
meter of 30 days. 

2. Consumption records for two years prior to 
the onset of energy diversion. 

3. Aver~ge monthly consumption during the 
diversion period for the combined usage of 
five or more residences in the vicinity of 
the site of unauthorized use .. 

4. A list of connected load. 

PG&E has submitted evidence on all four items_ 
Under Item 1, PG&E used a base period of July 20, 1981 to 

August 19, 1981 with a usage of Z,084 kWh. PG&E :believes this is a 
period when no-meter tampering occurred, since the usage during 
this period appears nor.mal for the type residence and load. $,ince 
that period is Substantially earlier than tbe three-year period 
allowed for backbilling, we must consider whether it is 
representative of $argota's consumption during the backbillinq 
period.. Exhibit seven furniShes more recent readings taken on a 
secured replacement meter installed August 4, 1987. Tbe readings 
for tbe 45-day period from August S, 1987 to september 18, 1987 
ind-icate a usage averaging 72'.,2 kWh per day" or 2, 16S. kWh for a 30-
day month. The recorded usage from August J.9,. 198-7 to, 
September 18, 1987- was 2,587 kWh. Both recorded usages are'higber 
than PG&E's assumed base period usage of 2',,084 l;Wh per month. If 
we were to authorize backbilling using tbe 1987 base period, the 
amount, billed would increase-.. However, since the ,l98l base period 
usage is very close to, the 1987 usage,. we conclude that it is 
reasonable:;for PG&E to- base'thebackbilling on- the 198-1 period. 
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Tho information furnished under Item 2 shows an annual 
.oN 

usage of 14,15,4 in 1978-1979, and a high monthly usage of 2,233 

kWh, by the prior oeeupant of Sargota's residence., Since the prior 
oceupant was away mueh of the time in late 1979, the 12 month usage 
was determined by combining months' from late 1978 and early 1979. 

Two full years usage are not available. 
Under Item 3, the average annual usage in 198& for the 

252' to 2'55- customers on the same route as 5argota was 10,741 kWh. 
The highest average usage was 1,35-3 kWh in July., During the nearly 
three-year period of August 19, 198.5· to, August 3" 1989, Sargota's 
meter reeordeda total of 27,188 kWh, or ~n average of 9,200 per 
year. This usage is unreasona):)ly low, considering Sargota's load. 
We would expeet Sargota'susage to significantly exceed, rather 
than be 14% below the route average. 

Under Item 4, connected load for Sargota is typical 
except for the air-eondi~ioning and swimming pool, whieh are not 
typical on his route. Those items would cause his expected usage 
to exceed the neighbors' average... PG&E's estimate o{ his· annual 
usage at 17,5,11 kWh significantly exceeds the route annual average 
of 10,741 :KWh, and the recorded high month tor Sargota at 2,SS7 kWh 
also significantly exceeds the route average highest month at 1,,3.53 

kWh. The fact that Sargota's high month is nearly double the high 
month for the route, confirms the assumption that his normal usage 
significantly exceeds the average route usage. 

We conclude that PG&E's estimate of Sargota's average 
annual usage at 17,511 kWh is reasonable for backDilling purposes. 
This estimate is based on a computer proqr~ that calculates a 
customer's, usage by month based on a known base period. The other 
months,' usage are based on the average usage variations for the 
area. We conclude that the program is logical and has produced 
credible results. sargota's higher, than average usage is clearly 
due in part to the eentral air-conditioning and swimming pool. 
Although the prior, oceupant' s annual usage was lower than 
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Sargota's, the former's August 1978 usage of 2,233 XWh excee~s the 
base period usage of 2,084 assumed by PG&E. The August-September 
19'87 peak monthly usage at 2,58·7 kWh also exceeds. PG&E's assumed 
base period usage. Both of these recorded usages confirm the 
reasonableness of using the 2,084 kWh for the base period. 

In late-filed EXhibit 24, PG&E ealcu1ateg, a bac)(.bill for 
the three-year period August 19, 1984 to August 19, 1987.. However, 
PG&Eoriginally backbilled sargota for the period· March 4, 1980 to 
August 4, 1987. S:ince PG&E installed a new secured meter on 
August 4, 198·7, and since there is no, evidence of tampering with 
that meter, we see no reason to extend the bac~illing peri04 past 
August 4, 1987. We will authorize a bacXbi1ling period' of 
AUgust' 19, 1984 to, August 4, 1987, and reduce the calculated amount 
to correspond .. The amount of bacl<:l:>ill should· be' reduced from 
$2,635.87 to· $2,630.87 .. 

We will order PG&E to allow Sargota a reasonable amount 
of time to- pay that bill • 

We note that the Commission also stated the following 
regarding recovery of unmetered enerqy costs·:-

"In establishinq a three-year limitation for 
energy backbilling in complaints brought before 
us, we do· not intend to· limit in any manner a 
utility'S ability to proceed with whatever 
civil and criminal remedies for unauthorized 
energy use it may possess_ We encourage and 
expect the vigorous prosecution of such 
remedies without regard to- the three-year 
bacXbill limit." (D.86-06-035-, pp. 9' and lOa.) 

We have considered Sargota's contention that he lost a 
construction job to build 12 homes due to his power being turned 
off by PG&E. The evidence indicates that Metzler warned Sargota on 
January 26, 1988 that PG&E would allow him two· weeks to contact the 
Commission before terminating his electrie service_ On 
February 17, 1968, more than· tllree,weelt& after the warning,. PG&E 
did terminate. sargota did not file·this.,complaint'until' March 31, . , 
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1988. We conclude that PG&E properly terminated Sargota's service, 
and provided all necessary notice. 

One other issue needs to be addressed in this case. Tbe 
evidence shows- that PG&E· observed negative meter readings in two 
consecutive months early :i.n 1982. Yet PG&E. took no act:i.on to check 
out whether meter tampering had occurred, and in faet did not 
investigate the Sargota resideneeuntil 198·7. - PG&E has no· valid 
explanation for this apparent oversight.... In 0.86-06-035 we stated, 
"We expect the management ot the utilities to· use the various 
available meas.urC!s to reduce the amount of unmetered enerCJ'!{" i and 
we said. that we would point out in individual cases what additional 
measures seem appropriate. The faets in this case lead to a 
recommenciation. When negativereaciings are diseovered~ and are not 
explained :by misreads, the customer's situation should be promptly 
investiqated. If that had :been done in this case, the problem 
eould· have been corrected in 1982 instead of 19-87, and the amount 
of unmetered energy would have :been dramatically redueed.. In the 
futu%:ewe eXpect PG&E to-be diligent and promptly investigate 
matters of this type .. 
Findings of bet 

l. Sarqota filed a complaint disputing an electric bill for 
$6,5l1.95- presented :by PG&E for unmetered electrieity d.elivered to· 
Sar90ta's residence at 3235· East Ashlan Avenue in Fresno from 
March 4, 1980 to- August 4, 1987. Sargota also· alleges that he lost 
a job-to build 12 homes since his answering machine could not 
operate when PG&E terminated his electric service. 

2.- Sargota has resided at the residence' since approximately 
March 1980. 

3. On July 20, 1987, the electric meter at sarc;ota's 
residence was observed in an inverted position. 

4. On August 4, 198·7 PG&E inspected. the metering. facilities 
at sargota' s house and replaced the met.er. 
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5. The inside surfaces of the meter that normally face 40wn 
had an accumulation of dust. 

6. The meter seal ha4 ~een altered to allow its removal. . . . 
7. The lock ring screw was substantially worn. 
8. The' meter prongs were substantially worn, with the 

cadmium plating worn through to the copper base metal in some 
areas. 

9. The meter removed from Sarqota's resi4ence was tested and 
found to be operating within allowable tolerances. 

10. The meter readings taken in February and March of 1982 
indicated negative consumption, i.e~; the readings were lower than 

the January 1982 reading. 
11. Sarqota's recorded electric consumption varied. 

s~stantially from period to period, averaging' 9,290 kWh per year 
during the three-year period under consideration., 

12. Sargota's electric consumption increased substantially 
after his meter was replaced with a secured meter • 
S;ooclusioDS of Law 

1. Sargota benefited from unmeteredelectricity from at 
least August 1984 through August 1987'" and probably since March 
198:0. 

2. It is reasonable to' bill Sarg'ota, for umnetered 
electricity from August 19, 1984 to August 4, 1987 in the amount of 
$2,630.87. 

3. PG&E should promptly check customer meters when 
consecutive readings indicate,negative usage .. · 

- 12 -
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ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Pacitic Gas an4 Electric Company (PG&E), shall bill Peter 

J. Sarqota, Jr. (Sarqota) tor unmet'ere4 electricity trom August· 19, 

1984 to August 4,. 198·7 in the amount $2',630 .. 87. 

2 •. Sarqota shall pay thc 1:>ill ordere4herein for his 
consumption otunmetered electricity from. AuguS,t 19, 1984' to 
Auqust 4, 1987. 

3. PG&E shall allow Sarqota a reasonable' period of time to
paythc.l:>ill .. Interest lI\ay·:bc charqedon the unpaid balance at the 
rate '·of. 7% per annum, compoul"l:de4 monthly, fromthe.,:etfective 4ate 
of this' dccis'ion. 

4. Except ,to-the extent qranted, the 'complaint in 
Case 88-03-06-9 is. denied. 

This or4er becomes. effective 30 days from. today •. 
Dated.,AUG3,. '\989:' ,at San Francisco" california. 

. ,.- 13 ~" 

G.. MITCHEJ::.L WIll< 
President 

FREDERICK:~R:.. DUOk 
JOHN; ,B, •. OHANIAN, 

. PATRICIA, M-.,ECKERT . 
commissioners. ," . 

commissioner-·stanley W .• ' Hulett" 
being 'nc'cessarily absent, did not 
participat~'.: ' 

,'" , " ~ . 
I 'CE~IFr:,THAT"TH1S OEOSION'· 
WA&);oPR'OVE!); e.~:,THE AWVf' . , 
,CO~'A!SSIO~RS. T.OO~Y.' ,:, 

f)J?/JiffiJJ . 
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